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Abstract—We describe a highly sensitive refractive index sensor based on a twin-core coupler in an all-solid photonic bandgap guiding optical fiber. A single hole acts as a microfluidic channel for the analyte, which modifies the coupling between the cores, and avoids the need for selective filling. By operating in the bandgap guiding regime the proposed sensor is capable of measuring refractive indices around that of water, and because the analyte varies the coupling coefficient (i.e., instead of phase matching condition) the device is capable of both high sensitivity and a relatively large dynamic range.

Index Terms—Directional coupler, fiber sensor, photonic bandgap fiber, refractive index sensor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fiber-optic biosensors have the potential for providing simple, rapid, and continuous in situ monitoring of biomolecules in the biomedical, pharmaceutical, environmental, defense, bioprocessing, and food technology areas [1]. Low-loss delivery of laser light, long interaction lengths, low fabrication costs, and the ability to both excite target molecules and capture their emitted light, are important advantages of optical fibers in the context of biosensing. Despite their geometry, optical fibers may also be incorporated into disposable lab-on-a-chip biosensors as the key sensing element [2]. The main goal is to develop fiber-optic biosensors capable of performing rapid and reliable selective immunoassays on unlabeled samples [3].

An immense variety of configurations and working principles have been demonstrated in optical fiber biosensors (e.g., see [1] and [3] for recent reviews). Flowrescence-based fiber-optical biosensors may be formally label-free by having the label molecules attached to the probe instead of the sample, such as in the RAPTOR [4]. However, typical label-free fiber-optic biosensors depend upon the change of a resonance (grating period, surface plasmon, Fabry-Perot cavity length, phase matching condition, etc.) introduced by the presence of a biological agent [3], [5]–[9]. Such sensors are truly label-free in that they require no labeled molecules, thereby simplifying the biochemistry.

Microstructured optical fiber (MOF) has an array of holes running along the entire length of the fiber [10], [11] and consequently has a number of advantages for sensing applications. First, the holes in the structure can be filled with analyte, allowing biochemical reactions and sensing regions to be located inside the fiber, in close proximity to the guided light. Biological samples may therefore be probed by the optical field without removing the fiber coating and cladding, thus maintaining the robustness of the fiber. Furthermore, the holes in a MOF are typically small and thus only minute sample volumes are required (picoliter regime) to achieve high sensitivity.

The optical properties of MOFs are primarily determined by the position, size, and shape of the holes, and they have a number of unique characteristics compared to conventional step-index fibers. In particular, MOFs with a periodic microstructure (i.e., photonic crystal fibers) can be designed to guide light in a low index region (e.g., air hole) by the photonic bandgap (PBG) effect [12], [13]. All-solid PBG MOFs have also been demonstrated [14]–[17].

MOFs therefore provide a flexible platform for optical sensing of a wide range of analyte refractive index in a variety of configurations. Two general configurations for interaction between the light and analyte in MOFs may be identified: i) the analyte may be located in the evanescent field of the waveguide, as first proposed by Monro et al. [18], [19] or ii) the analyte may act as a waveguide, providing maximal overlap with the optical field, e.g., [20] and [21]. Furthermore the analyte index may be either: a) higher or b) lower than the refractive index of the fiber host material (i.e., refractive index guiding, or photonic bandgap guiding, respectively).

Additionally, multicore waveguide structures are readily realized in MOFs [22], enabling configurations in which the analyte modifies the coupling coefficient (i.e., as distinct from the phase matching, as previously demonstrated) between two or more waveguides. Couplers in microstructured fibers have been well studied [23]–[32], and arrays of waveguides coupled by the analyte have been shown to be capable of providing enhanced sensitivity for refractive index sensing [33], [34]. In this work, we demonstrate the potential of such structures for realizing simple and sensitive biosensors in the context of a twin-core photonic bandgap guiding MOF.

Our main interest is in polymer microstructured optical fibers, which can be fabricated with a wealth of different hole-structures [35], [36]. Bandgap guiding fibers have also
been manufactured in polymer [37]. Importantly, polymer is less brittle and much easier to functionalize than silica, and hence polymer MOFs are usually preferred for biosensing applications [38], [39]. Polymer microstructured fibers have most commonly been fabricated in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), nevertheless other polymers also show promise; for example, TOPAS polymer MOFs have been fabricated and shown to have advantageous properties for both fiber drawing and biosensing [40], [41] and for guiding in the terahertz regime [42]. Polymers are also available over a relatively wide range of refractive index, from $n = 1.34$ in fluorinated polymers to $n = 1.58$ or more for polycarbonate, etc.

Although many MOF sensors have been demonstrated experimentally, they have mostly not been in the context of label-free biosensing. Furthermore, sensing in aqueous media has usually been restricted to evanescent wave sensing configurations in which there is poor overlap between the optical field and analyte, which severely limits sensitivity. However, a prerequisite for a label-free biosensor to function, is that it is able to work as a sensitive refractive index sensor, and thus the two types of sensors are often discussed in parallel. The best sensitivities of label-free MOF biosensors to date have been reported in devices in which the analyte modifies the phase matching, or peak coupling wavelength, between coupled modes. For example, Rindorf et al. demonstrated a sensitivity of 1.4 nm shift of a long-period grating resonance per nm biolayer (1.4 nm/nm) [5], and Ott et al. [6] predicted a sensitivity of 10.4 nm/nm in a four-wave mixing-based label-free biosensor. Wu et al. [9] recently demonstrated a sensitivity of 30 100 nm per refractive index unit (nm/RU) in a refractive index guiding twin-core silica MOF operating just above cutoff of the selectively filled analyte channel, shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). However, the latter device had a limited dynamic range, $\Delta n = 0.022$, and is not suitable for sensing refractive indices less than that of the fiber host. It has now been shown that coating the holes and using fluorinated polymer MOFs will allow to extend the regime of operation to low indices, such as water [43].

In this paper, we describe an improved MOF refractive index sensor configuration using a balanced directional coupler in an all-solid photonic bandgap guiding (PBG) twin-core MOF. The analyte channel sits between two solid PBG cores, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Since only the analyte channel is empty, no selective filling is required, i.e., the sensor could be loaded simply by dipping into the sample. We analyze the sensitivity of the twin-core PBG MOF sensor with specified lengths in two modes of operation: i) transmission of a single wavelength source, with the detected intensity determined by the analyte refractive index and ii) broadband sensing of the shift in peaks and/or nulls of the coupled wavelengths with analyte refractive index. We show that the sensor operation can best be understood in terms of interference between the odd and even supermodes of the coupled waveguides and can, in theory, provide enhanced sensitivity compared with sensing devices which rely on a shift of resonance or phase matching. We also identify some unique features of the coupled waveguide sensor, including scalability of the sensitivity to index changes with sensor length, and the potential for refractive index sensing over a wide dynamic range.

II. PRINCIPLE AND MODELING

A. Sensor Description

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the proposed PBG MOF sensor has a single microfluidic analyte channel (refractive index $n_\text{a}$) between two solid and identical low index cores. The two cores are separated by two times the pitch, i.e., $2\Lambda$, and the cladding is a triangular array of high-index rods of diameter $d = 0.53\Lambda$, separated by a pitch of $\Lambda = 3.2 \mu$m. The fiber is designed to be fabricated using two different polymer materials, i.e., Poly1 and Poly2, where Poly1 is the low refractive index background material ($n_{\text{b}} = 1.34$), and Poly2 is used for the high index rods ($n_{\text{f}} = 1.53$). We neglect material dispersion, which is not relevant if using a single wavelength source.

B. Principle of Operation

Each core in the PBG MOF has broad transmission windows, or bandgaps, in which optical guidance occurs. The bandgap wavelengths and bandwidths are determined by the periodicity, geometry, and refractive indices of the high index inclusions relative to the low index host. The bandgaps for the fiber described in this work were calculated by using MIT’s plane-wave package [44] and are shown in Fig. 2(a).

The cores of the PBG MOF form a balanced directional coupler. Coupling between the two cores occurs due to interaction via their evanescent fields, causing a periodic transfer of optical power from one core to the other and back. The coupling can also be understood and analyzed in terms of a pair
of supermodes, i.e., a symmetric (even) supermode and an anti-
symmetric (odd) supermode. The effective indices $n_{\text{eff}}$ and field

distributions of the even and odd supermodes of the dual-core
PB MOF were calculated using the fully vectorial finite ele-
ment package COMSOL™. The effective indices in the second
bandgap are shown in Fig. 2(b), from which we see that the dif-
ference between the $x$- and $y$-polarized supermodes is small. In
the following, we therefore use as effective index the average
effective indices of the two orthogonal polarizations, $n_{\text{eff}} =
(n_x + n_y)/2$.

For a balanced coupler the proportion of the launched power,
$P_1(0)$, coupled to the other core in a device of length $L$ is

$$T_{21} = \frac{P_2(L)}{P_1(0)} = \sin^2 \left( \frac{\theta}{2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\theta$ is the phase difference between the two supermodes, defined by

$$\theta = k \cdot L \cdot |n_{\text{odd}} - n_{\text{even}}| = k \cdot L \cdot \Delta n_{\text{eff}}(\lambda, n_a).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In (1) and (2), $L$ is the length of the coupler, $k = 2\pi/\lambda$ is the
free space propagation constant, $\lambda$ is the free space wavelength,
and $n_{\text{odd}}$ and $n_{\text{even}}$ are the effective indices of the even and odd
supermodes, respectively, and $\Delta n_{\text{eff}} = |n_{\text{odd}} - n_{\text{even}}|$.

The coupling length, $L_c$, is defined as the distance at which the
optical input has transferred completely from one core to the
other, i.e., at $\theta = \pi$, so

$$L_c = \frac{\lambda}{2 \cdot \Delta n_{\text{eff}}(\lambda, n_a)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The coupling length is inversely proportional to the coupling
coefficient between the two cores, and varies rapidly with con-
finement of the core modes and separation between the cores,
$2\Lambda$, and in the twin-core PBG MOF will also depend upon the
refractive index of the analyte, $n_a$.

In conventional twin-core index-guiding MOFs, $L_c$ increases
monotonically with increasing frequency [22]–[27]. Couplers in
photonic bandgap guiding fibers behave similarly for low fre-
quencies inside the bandgap, however, the coupling length does
not always increase monotonically with frequency, and can be
modified by coupling to high-index inclusions [28], [31]. A mi-
croanalyte channel placed between two bandgap guiding cores
can therefore be expected to have a strong influence on the cou-
ing between the cores, and hence the transmittance of the cou-
pler at any given wavelength.

The strong influence of the analyte channel on coupling and
transmittance may also be understood in terms of the effect on
the coupler’s odd and even supermodes, as shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3(a) indicates that the average effective index of the odd supermode (solid line) is considerably more sensitive to variation of the analyte refractive index than the even supermode (dashed line). The reason is illustrated in Fig. 3(b), where it can be seen that the odd supermode is concentrated in and around the analyte channel whereas the even supermode has minimal overlap with the analyte. Consequently, even though the launched optical field does not overlap significantly with the analyte, the large differential overlap of the supermodes with the analyte results in enhanced sensitivity compared to other evanescent field sensors, a result of the coupler’s symmetry.

Fig. 3(a) also shows that at a specific analyte index (in this case $n_a \sim 1.46$) the ordering of the supermodes’ effective indices is reversed from $n_{\text{odd}} > n_{\text{even}}$ to $n_{\text{odd}} < n_{\text{even}}$. This is because at this analyte index the odd supermode couples with the second-order refractive index guiding mode of the analyte channel.

In the following sections, we analyze the performance of the bandgap coupler sensor using two possible methods of interrogation. The first and simplest method is based upon measurement of sensor transmittance at a single wavelength. The second method requires a broadband optical source and spectrum analyzer to measure the sensor’s transmittance as a function of wavelength. In both cases, we assume the sensor length and/or transmittance have been calibrated in air before introduction of the analyte. Note that the results shown in this paper are for guidance and coupling in the second bandgap of the fiber, as this is expected to result in higher sensitivity than operation in the 1st bandgap, i.e., due to the faster change in mode confinement near the edges of the second bandgap, while avoiding fabrication difficulties and losses associated with higher order bandgaps. Furthermore, due to the high index contrast, there should be no problem with confinement losses as there would be in a low index contrast all-solid PBG fiber [15].

C. Transmittance Sensing Scheme

If light at a specified wavelength is incident on one of the cores of a twin-core PBG MOF, the normalized intensity leaving the opposite core after propagating through a twin-core PBG MOF sensor with length $L_c$ is given by (1). Consequently changes in refractive index may be determined from the variation in transmitted intensity at a fixed wavelength, $\lambda$, as shown in Fig. 4 for a 1 mm long sensor (i.e., equal to a single coupling length at 1100 nm with $n_a = 1.4$).

Note that as the analyte refractive index and coupling increase, the transmittance passes through a series of nulls and peaks as the coupling length reduces. The periodic variation of transmittance is as expected from (1), however, the fact that the period itself is reducing indicates that the coupling between the PBG cores of the MOF changes increasingly rapidly with increasing index in the analyte channel. The rapid change of coupling length with analyte index, especially near the short wavelength edge of the bandgap, is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and (b).

The varying dependence of coupling on analyte index, allows the sensor to be designed for maximum dynamic range or for maximum sensitivity to index change. Figs. 4 and 5 show how this design tradeoff may be implemented simply in practice by an appropriate choice of source wavelength. For example, if wishing to measure refractive index around $n_a \sim 1.425$ with high sensitivity, one would use an 1100 nm source which provides a much more rapid change in transmittance with analyte index than longer wavelengths, such as at 1425 nm, which...
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would be used instead to provide a larger dynamic range. If one was able to determine the number of coupling lengths in the sensor, e.g., by determining the slope of the transmission characteristic at 50% coupling, then one could measure the analyte index with both high sensitivity and wide dynamic range.

For best sensitivity the sensor must be biased to operate at 50% transmittance, e.g., with $\theta = \pi/2$, or $L = L_c/2$ (or an odd multiple thereof). In practice this condition may be achieved by fabricating the device length to be an odd number of half-coupling lengths, or by temperature or wavelength tuning. Under these conditions the sensitivity $\partial T_{21}/\partial n_{ta}$ of the coupler-based sensor will be

$$\frac{\partial T_{21}}{\partial n_{ta}} = \pm \left( N + \frac{1}{2} \right) \cdot k \cdot L_c \cdot \frac{\partial (\Delta n_{\text{eff}})}{\partial n_{ta}}$$

$$= \pm \left( N + \frac{1}{2} \right) \cdot \frac{\pi}{2} \cdot \frac{\partial (\Delta n_{\text{eff}})}{\partial n_{ta}} \quad (4)$$

which depends directly on $\partial (\Delta n_{\text{eff}})/\partial n_{ta}$ and scales with device length or number of coupling lengths, $N$.

Numerical calculations of $\Delta n_{\text{eff}}$ versus $n_{ta}$, shown in Fig. 6, confirm that the maximum sensitivity is obtained by operating near the short wavelength edge of the bandgap. Taking the previous example of measuring analyte index around $n_{ta} = 1.425$ in a 1 mm long coupler, then using a 1425 nm source would give maximum sensitivity $\partial T_{21}/\partial n_{ta} = 7091.6%/\text{RIU}$, and a dynamic range of $\Delta n_{ta} \sim 0.02 \text{RIU}$. Using an 1100 nm source, the maximum sensitivity would be 65872.9%/RIU, and the dynamic range approximately only 0.001 RIU. Hence an order of magnitude change in sensitivity and dynamic range may be obtained by appropriate choice of wavelength. Also, it should be noted that the sensor analyzed here is relatively short (1 mm), however, because the sensitivity scales with length (though with a proportional reduction in dynamic range), significantly higher sensitivities would be quite achievable.

**D. Spectral Sensing Scheme**

The sensor’s transmittance at all wavelengths can be measured using a broadband optical source and spectrum analyzer to gain additional information (e.g., regarding analyte dispersion, analyte channel length, etc.). This approach also lends itself to novel interpretations of the data.

For example, when launching the light into one core of a 3 mm long sensor and monitoring the output from the opposite core, a periodic variation of transmittance with wavelength is evident, in which the peaks and nulls shift with changes in $n_{ta}$, as illustrated in Fig. 7. All light coupled into one core is transferred to the other core at wavelengths corresponding to an odd number of coupling lengths, $L = (2N + 1)L_c$. The wavelength(s) at which complete coupling occurs will be denoted $\lambda_N$, and referred to as the “coupling wavelength(s).” Any variation of $n_{ta}$ will cause a change in the phase mismatch condition and therefore a shift in the coupling wavelengths.

Fig. 8 shows the shift of the coupling wavelength(s) with the variation of analyte index for the 3 mm long PBG MOF described previously, in which the coupling length for $\lambda_0$ is $L_c = 0.334 \text{ mm}$. The sensitivity of the spectral sensing scheme may be defined as the derivative of $\lambda_N$ with respect to the analyte refractive index $n_{ta}$, and is shown in Fig. 9(a). The largest wavelength shift and hence greatest sensitivity occurs at the long wavelength side of the bandgap, in this case $\lambda_0$. In this example, tracking the shift of the coupling wavelength $\lambda_0$ provides a sensitivity of over 100%/RIU in the 3 mm long fiber. Fig. 9(b) shows the sensitivity of the spectral sensing scheme as
and therefore the sensitivity of spectral sensing scheme is

$$\frac{\partial \lambda_N}{\partial n_a} = \frac{1}{2N L_c} \frac{\partial (\Delta n_{\text{eff}})}{\partial n_a}$$  \hspace{2cm} (6)

III. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed two novel refractive index sensing schemes based on a solid twin-core microstructured optical fiber with a single microfluidic analyte channel centered between the two photonic bandgap guiding cores. From (4) and (6), the sensitivities of both the transmittance and spectral sensing schemes are proportional to the change in difference of supermode effective indices with analyte refractive index, \( \partial (\Delta n_{\text{eff}})/\partial n_a \).

For the transmittance sensing scheme the sensitivity to changes in analyte index (given by (4)) is maximized when \( \Delta n_{\text{eff}} \) is small, i.e., at the short wavelength edge of the bandgap, and scales proportionally with sensor length. An example was given in which the transmittance of a 1 mm long sensor changed with analyte index by 65 873%/RIU.

For the spectral sensing scheme, the sensitivity [given by (6)] is maximized when \( \Delta n_{\text{eff}} \) is independent of wavelength, i.e., at the long wavelength edge of the bandgap, and increases with the number of coupling lengths. An example was given of a sensor one coupling length long, in this case 334 \( \mu \)m, in which a change in analyte refractive index by 0.001 RIU led to a shift of coupling wavelength of 70 nm, i.e., 70 000 nm/RIU.

Theoretically, similar sensing characteristics can be achieved in all bandgaps of twin-core PBG MOFs, and such structures should be capable of measuring refractive index below the index of the fiber host material. The sensitivity and dynamic range of the proposed twin-core PBG MOF depend strongly on the photonic crystal structure, thus appropriate choice of the pitch (\( \Lambda \)), diameter of rod (\( d \)), material refractive indices, index contrast, and the diameter of the analyte channel can tailor and further optimize the performance of the proposed refractive index sensor.
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